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Abstract13

Plant species differ in many functional traits that drive differences in rates of pho-14

tosynthesis, biomass allocation, and tissue turnover. Yet, it remains unclear how15

– and even if – such traits influence whole-plant growth, with the simple linear16

relationships predicted by existing theory often lacking empirical support. Here17

we present a new theoretical framework for understanding the effect of diverse18

functional traits on plant growth and shade-tolerance, extending a widely-used19

theoretical model that links growth rate in seedlings with a single leaf trait to20

explicitly include influences of size, light environment, and five other prominent21

traits: seed mass, height at maturation, leaf mass per unit leaf area, leaf nitrogen22

per unit leaf area, and wood density. Based on biomass production and allocation,23

this framework explains why the influence of prominent traits on growth rate and24

shade tolerance often varies with plant size and why the impact of size on growth25

varies among traits. Considering growth rate in height, we find the influence of:26

i) leaf mass per unit leaf area is strong in small plants but weakens with size, ii)27

leaf nitrogen per unit leaf area does not change with size, iii) wood density is28

present across sizes but is strongest at intermediate sizes, iv) height at matura-29

tion strengthens with size, and v) seed mass decreases with size. Moreover, we30
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show how traits moderate plant responses to light environment and also deter-31

mine shade tolerance, supporting diverse empirical results. By disentangling the32

effects of plant size, light environment and traits on growth rates, our results pro-33

vide a solid theoretical foundation for trait ecology and thus provide a platform34

for understanding growth across diverse species around the world.35

Introduction36

Functional traits capture core differences in the strategies plants use to generate37

and invest resources (Westoby et al., 2002; Wright et al., 2004; Chave et al., 2009).38

Although most woody plants have the same basic physiological function and key39

resource requirements (carbon, nutrients and water), species differ considerably40

in the rates at which resources are acquired and invested into different tissues.41

During the last two decades, trade-offs related to some prominent traits have been42

quantified, with values for traits such as leaf mass per unit leaf area, wood den-43

sity, and seed size now available for up to 10% of the world’s 250000 plant species44

(Cornwell et al., 2014). As data has accumulated, researchers are increasingly45

looking to traits to predict patterns in plant growth, demography, life history and46

performance (Poorter et al., 2008; Wright et al., 2010; Van Kleunen et al., 2010; Adler47

et al., 2014). In this article we outline how the growth of individual plants is influ-48

enced by various functional traits, as well as plant size and the light environment.49

While the influence of traits on elements of plant physiological function has50

been increasingly quantified and understood, attempts at using traits to predict51

demographic rates have met with mixed success (Poorter & Bongers, 2006; Poorter52

et al., 2008; Wright et al., 2010; Hérault et al., 2011; Paine et al., 2015). In seedlings,53

the leaf mass per unit leaf area (LMA) – the central element of the leaf eco-54

nomics spectrum (Wright et al., 2004) – was found to be tightly correlated with55

relative growth rate in plant mass (Lambers & Poorter, 1992; Cornelissen et al.,56

1996; Wright & Westoby, 2000), as predicted from a simple mathematical model of57

growth rate (see below). LMA and leaf lifespan, itself closely correlated with LMA,58

were also linked to height growth rate for small seedlings and saplings (Reich59

et al., 1992; Poorter & Bongers, 2006). These early successes prompted researchers60

to search for similar relationships in large plants. However, the results showed61

that in saplings and trees, LMA was not correlated with growth rate (Poorter et al.,62

2008; Wright et al., 2010; Hérault et al., 2011; Paine et al., 2015). Meanwhile, other63

traits such as wood density showed strong relationships to growth in large plants64

(Wright et al., 2010; Hérault et al., 2011), but less so in small plants (Castro-Diez65

et al., 1998). Clearly, traits do not correlate simply and consistently to growth rate.66
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Recently, it has become clear that the effect of traits on plant growth can be67

modified by plant size (Falster et al., 2011; Rüger et al., 2012; Iida et al., 2014; Visser68

et al., 2016; Gibert et al., 2016). A recent meta-analysis of 103 studies reporting69

>500 correlations by Gibert et al. (2016) provides the most compelling evidence.70

Gibert et al. (2016) showed that the strength of the correlation between some traits71

(including LMA and maximum height) and growth rate was modified by size,72

while for other traits (including wood density and assimilation rate per leaf area)73

the sign of the correlation remained the same, irrespective of size. Importantly,74

the direction of the correlations and their shifts with size supported predictions75

generated via a framework describing how traits influence growth.76

Interpreting diverse empirical results seeking to link traits to growth rate is77

challenging because, until the paper by Gibert et al. (2016), we lacked any clear78

expectations on why the effect of traits may be moderated by size. Generating79

appropriate expectations is one of the primary roles for theory (Kokko, 2007). A80

widely-used equation for seedlings suggests that, all else being equal, a seedling’s81

relative growth rate in mass is linearly and negatively related to LMA (Lambers &82

Poorter, 1992; Cornelissen et al., 1996; Wright & Westoby, 2000). An extension of83

the model suggests a similar relationship should hold at larger plant sizes (Enquist84

et al., 2007). But as noted above, the prediction for large plants is not supported by85

empirical results. Meanwhile, theoretical predictions on how other traits should86

influence growth are largely absent. Without further guidance, many researchers87

expected traits to linearly map onto growth rates, i.e. there is a “fast” and “slow”88

growth end for each trait (e.g. Grime, 1977; Poorter et al., 2008; Chave et al., 2009;89

Paine et al., 2015).90

One possible reason that theoretical predictions have either been lacking or not91

been supported is that the effects of traits in existing theory are realised mainly92

via influences on primary productivity (photosynthesis - respiration) (Wright &93

Westoby, 2000; Enquist et al., 2007). By contrast, the physiology of traits such as94

LMA and wood density suggests they have influence by altering the allocation of95

biomass among different tissues, rather than changing mass production (Falster96

et al., 2011; Duursma & Falster, 2016; Gibert et al., 2016). A second concern for97

theory focussed on mass production is that measuring mass production is really98

only practical for small plants that can be easily harvested. For larger plants,99

growth is more often measured as increment in either diameter or height. For100

example, stem diameter growth has been measured for many decades across many101

thousands of plots across the globe (Purves & Pacala, 2008; Anderson-Teixeira102

et al., 2015; Kunstler et al., 2016). Theory considering only primary production103

therefore offers limited insight.104
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Here we show how a new mechanistic growth model – called plant (Fal-105

ster et al., 2016) – can explain diverse empirical phenomena, including a size-106

dependent effect of traits on growth and an effect of traits on shade tolerance107

(Table 1), and thereby offer new insights into the way traits influence plant demog-108

raphy across the life-cycle. Broadly, the plant model builds on several approaches109

to modelling production and allocation of biomass (e.g. Givnish, 1988; Yokozawa110

& Hara, 1995; Mäkelä, 1997; Moorcroft et al., 2001; Sitch et al., 2008; Falster et al.,111

2011; King, 2011). Our primary focus in this article is to explain the pattern that112

has been gradually emerging – that the effect of traits on plant growth is modified113

by plant size (Rüger et al., 2012; Iida et al., 2014; Gibert et al., 2016). Based on the114

same decomposition of growth rates as is implemented in the plant model and115

used below (from Falster et al., 2011), Gibert et al. (2016) argued conceptually why116

the effect of traits on growth should change with size. Here we extend the results117

of Gibert et al. (2016) to provide a full, functioning model and use this to show,118

from the point of view of primary production and allocation, how and why the119

effect of some traits on growth rates changes with size. We also show how our ap-120

proach can account for other phenomena, including changes in growth and shade121

tolerance with traits, individual size, and light environment. Our view is that122

trait-based approaches – which aim to explain differences among species – should123

be integrated within a general model of plant growth, and thus should also be124

able to capture patterns of growth through ontogeny. Growth rates tend to show125

hump-shaped relationship with size, when expressed as either height (Sillett et al.,126

2010; King, 2011) or diameter growth (Canham et al., 2004, 2006; Hérault et al.,127

2011) or biomass production (Givnish, 1988; Koch et al., 2004). In contrast, the128

growth rate of standing plant mass continues to increase with size (Sillett et al.,129

2010; Stephenson et al., 2014). All growth measures decrease sharply with size130

when expressed as relative growth rates (Rees et al., 2010; Iida et al., 2014). Shade131

tolerance also varies among species, correlates with traits (Messier et al., 1999; Lusk132

et al., 2008; Poorter & Bongers, 2006), and tends to decrease with increasing size133

(Givnish, 1988; Kneeshaw et al., 2006; Lusk et al., 2008). These diverse phenom-134

ena – summarised in Table 1 – are deserving of a comprehensive and integrated135

explanation.136

Framework for understanding the effects of traits on growth137

The plant model builds on the widespread approach used in many vegetation138

models of explicitly modelling the amounts of biomass in different tissues within139

a plant (e.g. Givnish, 1988; Mäkelä, 1997; Moorcroft et al., 2001; Sitch et al., 2008;140
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Falster et al., 2011; King, 2011; De Kauwe et al., 2014) (Fig. 1a). We consider the141

masses Mi, areas Ai, and diameters Di of tissues, where the subscripts indicates142

tissue type: l=leaf, b=bark and phloem, s=sapwood, h=heartwood, r=root, a=alive143

(l+b+s+r), t=total (l+b+s+h+r), and st=stem total (s+b+h). The total mass of living144

tissue is then Ma = Ml + Mb + Ms + Mr, and the standing mass of the plant is145

Mt = Ma + Mh. A summary of all variables, units and definitions is given in Table146

2-3, with further details on the parameter values applied given in Tables S1–S2.147

We assume growth is fundamentally driven by biomass production and its148

subsequent distribution throughout the plant. Applying a standard approach, the149

amount of biomass available for growth, dB
dt is given by the difference between150

income (photosynthesis) and losses (respiration and turnover) within the plant151

(Mäkelä, 1997; Thornley & Cannell, 2000):152

dB
dt︸︷︷︸

net biomass production

= αbio︸︷︷︸
mass per C

αy︸︷︷︸
yield

(
Al p̄(E)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

photosynthesis

− ∑
i=l,b,s,r

Mi ri

︸ ︷︷ ︸
respiration

)
− ∑

i=l,b,s,r
Mi ki

︸ ︷︷ ︸
turnover

.

(1)
Photosynthesis is the product of the average photosynthetic rate per unit leaf area153

(p̄(E)) and total leaf area (Al). We assume that p̄ increases with canopy openness154

E, as per a standard light-response curve (Fig. 2; for details, see Supplementary155

Materials), and respiration and turnover rates of different tissues are constants that156

might differ with traits (see below). The constants αy and αbio account for growth157

respiration and the conversion of CO2 into units of biomass, respectively. While158

the plant model can easily accommodate competitive shading via influences on159

E, in this analysis we grow individual plants under a fixed light environment,160

so that we can better understand the intrinsic trait- and size-related effects. We161

also do not yet consider any traits influencing levels of self-shading. Also, many162

vegetation models use a more-detailed physiological model for calculating p̄ and163

ri, e.g. as functions of temperature. Such detail is not needed here because it164

will not change general model behaviour, even it would alter he absolute values165

of predicted growth rates. Even with detailed models, dB
dt always comes down to166

simple subtraction of income and losses.167

Classic model for mass-based relative growth rate168

Earlier studies focussing on seedlings used a mathematical model to relate the trait169

leaf mass per area (φ) to relative growth rate in mass (Blackman, 1919; Lambers &170

Poorter, 1992; Cornelissen et al., 1996; Wright & Westoby, 2000). To aid comparison171

with this literature, we will first show how that model is derived from eqn 1. In172
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fact, the seedling model is a special case of the more-extended approach described173

in the following sections and can be derived from eqn 1 as follows. For seedlings,174

which are young and mostly consist of leaf biomass, we can as a first approxima-175

tion ignore all turnover terms as well as the respiration terms for non-leaf tissues176

in eqn 1. Net production (from eqn 1) then becomes a linear function of leaf area,177

making relative growth rate in mass a linear function of φ:178

dB
dt

1
Ma
≈ Pnet × φ−1 × Ml

Ma
, (2)

where Pnet = αbio αy ( p̄(E)− rl). Although eqn 2 captures patterns of growth in179

seedlings in relation to φ (Wright & Westoby, 2000), this approximation does not180

easily extend to the variables that are routinely collected for large trees: namely181

plant height (H), stem-basal area (Ast) or stem diameter D. The derivations below182

makes these links clear.183

Decomposition of growth rates into components184

To model growth in either plant height (H), leaf area (Al), basal stem area (Ast),185

standing mass (Mt) or stem diameter (D) requires that we account not just for186

net mass production, but also for the costs of building new tissues, allocation to187

reproduction, and architectural layout. Mathematically, these growth rates can be188

decomposed into a product of physiologically relevant terms (Falster et al., 2011;189

Gibert et al., 2016). Relevant equations are given in Fig. 1b, (eqns 4-9). As is evident190

in eqn Fig. 1b, the growth rate in plant weight ( dMt
dt ; eqn 4), leaf area ( dAl

dt ; eqn 6),191

height ( dH
dt ; eqn 7), stem basal area ( dAst

dt ; eqn 8), and stem diameter ( dD
dt ; eqn 9) all192

share some terms in common. Many of the terms in Fig. 1 also vary intrinsically193

with size. The insets in Fig. 1b show the size-related patterns in different variables194

for a typical plant, obtained from applying the specific allocation model in the next195

section.196

The growth rate of all size metrics in eqns 4-9 depends on the product of197

biomass production dB
dt (from eqn 1) and the fraction of biomass allocated to198

growth of the plant, dMa
dB , which varies from 0-1. The remaining 1− dMa

dB fraction199

of mass produced is allocated to reproduction. In plants, dMa
dB starts high, 1.0 for200

seedlings, and then decreases through ontogeny, potentially to zero in fully ma-201

ture plants (Wenk & Falster, 2015). Note also that dMa
dB is the allocation of biomass202

after replacing parts lost due to turnover. So a plant with dMa
dB = 0 will continue to203

produce some new leaves and increase in stem diameter, even if the net amount204

of live mass Ma is not increasing.205

The growth rate in the total standing mass of the plant (eqn 4) is then the sum206
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of heartwood formation (=sapwood turnover) and any increment in live mass.207

The remaining growth rates (eqns 6-9) all depend on another variable, dAl
dMa

,208

that accounts for the marginal cost of deploying an additional unit of leaf area,209

including construction of the leaf itself and supporting bark, sapwood and roots210

(eqn 5). The inverse of this term, dMa
dAl

, is the whole plant construction cost per unit211

leaf area, which can be further decomposed as a sum of tissue-level construction212

costs per unit of leaf area, with one of these being φ = dMl
dAl

: the trait leaf mass per213

area.214

The rate of height growth (eqn 7) depends on an additional term, dH
dAl

: the215

growth in plant height per unit growth in leaf area. This variable accounts for the216

architectural strategy of the plant. Some species tend to leaf out more than grow217

tall, while other species emphasise vertical extension (Poorter & Bongers, 2006).218

The rate of stem-basal-area growth (eqn 8) can be expressed as the sum of in-219

crements in sapwood, bark and heartwood areas (As, Ab, Ah respectively): dAst
dt =220

dAb
dt + dAs

dt + dAh
dt . These in turn are related to ratios of sapwood and bark area per221

leaf area, and sapwood turnover (see eqn 8).222

Finally, the rate of stem-diameter growth (eqn 9) is given by a geometric rela-223

tionship between stem diameter (D) and stem area (Ast). Note that we make no224

assumptions about the relationship of stem diameter to height or leaf area: these225

arise as emergent properties, via integration of stem turnover (eqns 13- 22).226

Shade tolerance227

Eqn 1 can also be used to estimate a measure of shade tolerance: the light level at228

which a plant’s photosynthetic gains just balance the costs of tissue turnover and229

respiration (Givnish, 1988; Baltzer & Thomas, 2007; Lusk & Jorgensen, 2013) (the230

“whole-plant-light-compensation point”, wplcp). In general, average assimilation231

rate per leaf area p̄ increases with light level or canopy openness, E. The wplcp232

can be estimated by solving for the the value of canopy openness E = E∗ giving233

dB
dt (E) = 0 (Fig. 2). From eqn 1, this occurs when234

p̄(E∗) =
∑i=l,b,s,r Mi

(
ki
y + ri

)

Al
. (10)

The wplcp occurs at the points where the photosynthetic production (per unit leaf235

area) line intersects with the sum of maintenance and respiration costs (per unit236

leaf area) for each tissue (Fig. 2). Traits can influence the wplcp if they effect237

either carbon uptake or costs (respiration, turnover). Also, since the amount of238
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stem support increases with plant height, the wplcp also naturally increases with239

height (Givnish, 1988) (Fig. 2).240

A functional-balance model for plant construction241

It worth noting that because eqns 4-10 are derived using standard rules of addi-242

tion, multiplication and differentiation, they hold for any potential growth model243

where biomass allocation is important. To make explicit predictions via this frame-244

work, then requires an explicit model of plant construction and function; i.e. we245

must put quantify all the terms in Fig. 1b.246

The plant package adopts a model of plant construction and function that can247

be considered a first-order functional-balance or function-equilibrium model, sim-248

ilar to those implemented by Mäkelä (1997) and Moorcroft et al. (2001). We could249

also call it “isometric”, because the assumptions see area-based metrics scaling to250

the first-power of other area-based metrics, and to the square-power of length-251

based metrics, such as height (Huxley, 1932). Table 4 provides key equations of252

the model (see Falster et al. 2016 for full derivation). In particular, we assume that253

as a plant grows:254

Assumption 1: Its height scales to the 0.5 power of its leaf area (eqn 13).255

Assumptions 2: The cross-sectional area of sapwood in the stem is proportional256

to its leaf area (eqn 14).257

Assumptions 3: The cross-sectional area of bark and phloem in the stem is pro-258

portional to its leaf area (eqn 15).259

Assumptions 4: The cross-sectional area of root surface area and therefore mass260

is proportional to its leaf area (eqn 16).261

Assumption 5: The vertical distribution of leaf within the plant’s canopy, relative262

to the plant’s height, remains constant.263

Assumption 1 accounts for the architectural layout of the plant. Assumptions264

2-4 are realisations of the pipe model (Shinozaki et al., 1964), whereby the cross-265

sectional area of conducting tissues are proportional to leaf area. To describe266

the vertical distribution of leaf area within the canopy of an individual plant (as-267

sumption 5), we use the model of Yokozawa & Hara (1995), which can account for268

a variety of canopy profiles through a single parameter ηc, varying from 0-1 (for269

details, see Supplementary Materials).270
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Combined, the functional-balance assumptions from Table 4a lead directly to271

equations describing the mass of sapwood and bark in relation to leaf, and the272

amount of leaf in relation to height (Table 4b). Substituting from Table 4 into eqns273

7, 8, 9 then gives all the necessary terms needed to implement the growth model274

described in Fig. 1.275

Trait-based trade-offs276

We now consider how trait-based trade-offs enter into the above growth model. It277

is essential that any trait includes both a benefit and cost in terms of plant func-278

tion and/or life history; otherwise we would expect ever-increasing trait values279

towards more beneficial values. For present purposes, we consider five promi-280

nent traits for which we can posit specific costs and benefits, outlined in Table281

3. In postulating potential benefits and costs, we consider only those thought to282

arise as direct biophysical consequences of varying a trait. The trade-offs are then283

implemented as follows.284

Seed mass, ω: There is a direct energetic trade-off between a plant’s fecundity285

and the size of its seeds. Moreover, we assume larger seeds result in larger286

seedlings; this seed-size number tradeoff translates into a demographic trade-287

off between the number of seedlings produced by a parent and their initial288

size.289

Height at maturation, Hmat: This trait moderates an inevitable energetic trade-off290

between growth and reproduction, that operates at all times through the291

lifestyle. Mass invested in growth cannot be invested in reproduction. To292

describe how the fraction of mass allocated to reproduction, 1− dMa
dB , changes293

through ontogeny, we assume a function r(H, Hmat) = rr1
1.0+exp(rr2(1−H/Hmat))

,294

where Hmat is height at maturation, rr1 is the maximum possible allocation295

(0-1) and rr2 determines the sharpness of the transition. The exact shape296

of this function is non-critical, what is important is that plants shift from a297

period of investing mainly in growth to investing mainly in reproduction.298

The trait Hmat then describes the size at which this shift occurs, with direct299

biophysical consequences for growth.300

Nitrogen per unit leaf area, ν: We allow for the maximum photosynthetic capac-301

ity of the leaf to vary with leaf nitrogen per unit area, as Amax = βlf1

(
ν
ν0

)βlf5
,302

where βlf1, ν0 and βlf5 are constants. Respiration rates per unit leaf area are303

also assumed to vary linearly with leaf nitrogen per unit area, as βlf4 ν.304
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Leaf mass per unit area, φ: This trait directly influences growth by changing dAl
dMa

305

(Table 4). In addition, we link φ to the rate of leaf turnover (kl), based306

on a widely observed scaling relationship from Wright et al. (2004): kl =307

βkl1

(
φ
φ0

)−βkl2
where βkl1, φ0 and βkl2 are empirical constants. Following308

Wright et al. (2004), the rate of leaf respiration per unit area is assumed inde-309

pendent of φ, as such the mass-based rate is adjusted accordingly whenever310

φ is varied.311

Wood density, ρ: This trait directly influences growth by changing dAl
dMa

(Table 4).312

In addition, we link ρ to the rate of sapwood and bark turnover, mirroring313

the relationship assumed for leaf turnover: kb = ks = βks1

(
ρ
ρ0

)−βks2
where314

βks1, ρ0 and ρks2 are empirical constants. The rate of sapwood and bark res-315

piration per unit stem volume is assumed to be independent of ρ, as such the316

mass-based rate is adjusted accordingly whenever ρ is varied. There is very317

little data on rates of sapwood turnover and respiration in relation to wood318

density, so this latter assumption is more speculative than the equivalent319

assumption for leaves, which is well supported empirically.320

Methods321

The growth model described above has been implemented as the FF16 physiologi-322

cal model within the plant package (Falster et al., 2016) for r (R Core Team, 2015).323

The plant package also makes use of supporting packages Rcpp (Eddelbuettel,324

2013) and the Boost Library for C++(Schäling, 2014), via the package BH (Eddel-325

buettel et al., 2015). To encode the trait-based trade-offs described above, we use326

the capacity to in plant to provide a “hyper-parameterisation” function, which en-327

ables various parameters to covary with traits (for full details see Supplementary328

Materials – A).329

For the most part, parameters used in the current analysis were sourced from330

Falster et al. (2016) (see Tables S1–S2 for values). The only exceptions are: i) param-331

eters affecting the relationships outlined in Table 4a, which were estimated from332

data described below, and ii) parameters describing the function for reproductive333

allocation. By default, we set rr1 = 0.8 and rr2 = 10, implying a relatively rapid334

transition to reproduction at H = Hmat (see panel for dMa
dB in Fig. 1).335

The functional-balance assumptions listed in Table 4a were evaluated using336

data from the Biomass and Allometry Database (baad) (Falster et al., 2015), which337

includes records for various size metrics from 21084 individual plants across 656338

species. We fit standardised major axis (sma) lines (Warton et al., 2006) to char-339
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acterise bivariate relationships. We implemented a hierarchical model structure,340

where the distribution of slopes and intercepts among groups is assumed to come341

from normal distributions. The means and variances of these distributions are342

then fit as part of the model-fitting procedure.343

The analyses presented employ best practises in scientific computing, as de-344

fined by Wilson et al. (2014), and are fully reproducible, via code available at345

github.com/traitecoevo/growth trajectories.346

Results347

Model assumptions348

To verify model assumptions we compared the assumptions outlined in Table 4a349

to data sourced from the baad (Falster et al., 2015). Additionally, we evaluated350

an important prediction arising from the eqns in Table 4a, that the amount of live351

stem tissue supporting each unit of leaf area increases linearly with height, as per352

the equation353

Mb + Ms

Al
= (1 + αb1) θ ρ ηc H. (11)

Note that αb1, θ, ρ, ηc are all traits, i.e. properties that are assumed approximately354

constant through ontogeny for any given species. Fig. 3 shows that the three355

functional-balance assumptions outlined in Table 4a and the relationship in eqn356

11 are all well-supported by the available data. The solid lines indicate sma lines357

fit to each species in the dataset. Dashed lines indicate the slope of predictions358

under functional-balance assumptions in Table 4a and eqn 11. As expected, species359

differed in elevation, but less so in the slope of the fitted lines; with slopes aligning360

with those predicted by the functional-balance assumptions.361

Changes in growth rate with size362

Our growth model suggests an intrinsically size-dependent pattern of biomass-363

production and growth, which aligns with well-known empirical patterns (Table364

1). The panels in Fig. 1 show the expected patterns for a typical woody plant,365

obtained by applying the functional-balance model encoded in plant. Biomass366

production shows a hump-shaped pattern with size, decreasing at larger sizes as367

the turnover and respiration of sapwood and bark increase. Height growth also368

shows a hump-shaped pattern with size, first increasing then decreasing. This369

pattern results from systematic changes in the four components of eqn 7 with370

size, including a strong decline in the fraction of plant that is leaf declines with371
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increasing size (Fig. 1), increasing reproductive allocation (Fig. 1), and declining372

mass production. In contrast, basal-area growth continues to increase with size,373

due to an increasing influence of stem turnover. Diameter growth shows a weakly374

hump shaped curve, tapering off slightly at larger sizes, in part because of the375

allometric conversion from basal area to diameter (eqn 9, and in part because376

of increased reproductive allocation in older trees (Fig 1). All growth measures377

decrease sharply with size when expressed as relative growth rates (results not378

shown).379

Changes in height growth rate with traits380

We analysed the response of growth rate to five different traits under the assumed381

trade-offs (Table 3). We considered changes in absolute and relative growth rates382

for mass, height, stem area and stem diameter. The first two traits considered383

modify behaviour primarily at the start and end of an individual’s growth trajec-384

tory, and are therefore termed “ontogenetic traits”. The remaining three traits are385

termed “development traits” because they moderate the rate of movement along386

an individual’s growth trajectory. Across the five different traits, we observed four387

relatively distinct types of response. These responses are summarised in Table 5388

and described in more detail below.389

Ontogenetic traits390

Seed size, ω. Increasing ω in our model causes seedlings to be larger and fe-391

cundity to decrease. As such, the only effect of seed size on growth comes from392

changing the plant’s initial size. The plots in Fig. 1, which show changes in growth393

rate with plant size, also express the expected changes in the growth of seedlings394

due to changes in seed size. Under similar light conditions, larger seedlings are395

predicted to have faster absolute growth rates in all metrics because of their greater396

total leaf area. At the same time, relative growth rate is predicted to decrease with397

size, because the ratio of leaf area to support mass decreases with plant size. As398

plants grow, differences in initial mass will decrease in importance, relative to399

other factors influencing growth through the life-cycle. As a result, the correla-400

tions between seed size and growth rate observed for seedlings disappear among401

larger plants.402

Height at maturation, Hmat. Hmat moderates growth by adjusting the amount of403

energy invested in growth, i.e. the term dMa
dB in eqns 7 and 8. Greater Hmat can404

thus lead to a growth advantage by increasing dMa
dB (Fig. 4). At smaller sizes,405

there is no differentiation among species, because most individuals are focusing406
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on growth. At larger sizes, individuals of some species are allocating a larger407

fraction of biomass to reproduction, which reduces their growth rate relative to408

those species with greater Hmat (Fig. 4).409

Development traits410

The remaining three traits (ν, φ, & ρ) moderate growth rates at a point along an411

individual’s growth trajectory (Fig. 4).412

Leaf nitrogen content per leaf area, ν. The response of growth rate to changes in ν413

is relatively straightforward: there is an optimum value of ν that maximises height414

growth rate in a given light environment E and does not vary with height (Fig.415

4). As E increases from low to high, the optimal ν also increases. The invariance416

of the growth-trait relationship with respect to size arises as follows. The direct417

physiological effect of ν is to increase the maximum potential photosynthetic rate418

of leaves, with a cost of higher respiration rate. Both the cost and benefits of ν419

appear within dB
dt , implying the direction of correlation between trait and growth420

rate depends crucially on the change in mass production per ν. From eqn 1,421

∂( dB
dt )

∂nu = Al (
∂ p̄(E)
∂nu − ∂rl

∂nu ). Since both and p̄(E) and rl are expressed per unit area422

and independent of height, the optimal value is also independent of plant height.423

Leaf mass per unit leaf area, φ. Unlike ν, the response of growth rate to changes424

in φ varies strongly with plant height, with the relationship moving like a wave425

across the trait spectrum (Fig. 4). As a result, the value of φ that optimises plant426

growth increases with plant size, and the direction of correlation between height427

growth rate and φ shifts from negative to positive, as plants increase in height.428

Decreasing φ has two impacts on height growth rate. First, lower φ increases the429

leaf deployment per mass invested ( dAl
dMa

) by economising on construction costs.430

Second, lower φ decreases net production (dB
dt ), due to increased leaf turnover.431

Whether lower φ increases growth thus depends on the relative magnitude of these432

two effects. When plants are small the effect on leaf deployment rate is larger and433

so decreasing φ increases growth rate. When plants are large, the influence of φ on434

leaf deployment rate is diminished, because the cost of building other supportive435

tissues (other terms in eqn 5) is larger (Fig. 1). The net result is that at larger sizes,436

low φ is no longer advantageous for growth (Fig. 4).437

Wood density, ρ. As for leaves, lower cost of stem construction (lower ρ) decreases438

the cost of deploying a unit of leaf area, and may thereby increase growth rates439

(Fig. 4). In contrast to φ, the benefits of cheaper stem construction become more440

pronounced at larger sizes, as an increasingly large fraction of the plant is wood441

(Fig. 1a). Thus, ρ has only a weak effect on growth rates for small plants, but a442
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strong effect for intermediate to large plants. As the plant becomes very tall (H443

>15m), the benefits of low ρ finally begin to diminish.444

Changes in other growth rates with trait445

The results reported above and shown in Fig. 4 focus on height growth rate (eqn446

7). Corresponding results for growth rates in stem diameter (eqn 9), stem basal447

area (eqn 8), and above-ground mass (eqn 4) are provided in Figs. S2–Fig. S4448

of the Supplementary Materials. In each figure, plants were grown to a suitable449

diameter, area, or mass. As such, changes in relative growth rates with traits show450

a similar patterns as absolute growth rates.451

We find that for seed mass, leaf nitrogen, leaf mass per area and height at mat-452

uration, the patterns of growth rate in stem diameter, stem area, or above-ground453

mass with respect to traits mirror those observed with respect to heigh growth454

(Table 5). The only trait where a slightly different response was observed was for455

wood density. Whereas the effect of wood density on height growth tended to456

diminish slightly at larger sizes (Fig. 4), the effect became even stronger when457

measuring growth rate in stem diameter, stem area or above-ground mass. Re-458

call that sapwood lost via turnover is turns into heartwood. Whereas the loss of459

sapwood diverts energy away from height growth rate, the faster accumulation of460

heartwood actually accelerates the growth of stem diameter and area.461

Responsiveness of growth rate to light462

The predictions in Figs. 4 and S2-S4 illustrate how traits impact on growth rate463

under different light environments and at different sizes. An additional outcome464

that arises directly from these analyses is that traits moderate the responsiveness of465

growth to changes in light environment. This response arises because individuals466

with higher potential growth rate naturally have greater potential plasticity in467

growth. Our results therefore support findings that species with low ρ increase468

growth more substantially with increases in light (Table 1). Variation in φ also469

moderates the response of growth to changes in light, with species having the470

lowest φ being most responsive. However, unlike for ρ, the effect appears only for471

the smallest size classes.472
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Shade tolerance473

Combining eqn 10 with the function-balance model in Table 4 leads to the a more474

specific expression for calculating wplcp, as the value of E∗ that gives475

p̄(E∗) = φ

(
kl

y
+ rl

)
+ (θ ρ ηc H)

(
b
(

kb

y
+ rb

)
+

(
ks

y
+ rs

))
+ αr1

(
kr

y
+ rr

)
.

(12)
Eqn 12 indicates wplcp will increase approximately linearly with H and poten-476

tially vary with traits ν, φ, and ρ. With some further manipulations, it is possible477

to show that wplcp will decrease with φ if βkl2 > 1. Likewise wplcp will decrease478

with ρ if βks2 > 1. The parameters βkl2 and βks2 give the slope relating tissue479

turnover rate to φ and ρ, respectively. Since in this analysis, we have assumed480

these criteria to hold, species with low φ and low ρ are predicted to be less shade481

tolerant because of disproportionate increases in turnover costs (Fig. 5). At low φ482

(ρ), leaf (sapwood) turnover is higher and thus a greater light income is needed to483

offset these costs. wplcp also decreases with height because as size increases, the484

total amount of carbon needed to offset respiratory and turnover costs in the stem485

also increases (Givnish, 1988). In addition, wplcp varies with ν. At small sizes,486

wplcp increases with ν across the band of values typically observed in real plants,487

i.e. high leaf nitrogen makes seedlings shade intolerant. At larger sizes, as net488

production declines to zero, wplcp begins to increase again for very low values of489

ν. All of these patterns match empirically observed patterns (Table 1).490

Discussion491

Using a model relating plant physiological function and carbon allocation to five492

prominent traits, we have shown how traits impact on plant growth across the life493

cycle. This approach extends a widely-used theoretical model for seedlings, which494

links mass-based growth rate to the trait leaf mass per unit leaf area (Lambers &495

Poorter, 1992; Wright & Westoby, 2000), to explicitly include influences of size,496

light environment, and other prominent traits. During the last two decades, func-497

tional traits have captured the attention of ecologists, in large part because of the498

ability to organise the world’s plant species along standard dimensions (Westoby499

et al., 2002). However, it has remained unclear how or whether prominent traits in-500

fluence growth outcomes (Poorter et al., 2008; Wright et al., 2010; Paine et al., 2015).501

Matching a growing amount of empirical evidence (Table 1), this study outlines502

when and why the direction or strength of correlation between traits and growth503

rate shifts with plant size. Moreover, we show that different traits and trade-offs504
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generate different types of response. Combined with the available empirical ev-505

idence, these results demand a fundamental shift in our understanding of plant506

ecological strategies, away from one in which species are thought to have a fixed507

growth strategy throughout their life (from slow to fast growth) (e.g. Grime, 1977;508

Adler et al., 2014; Paine et al., 2015) to one in which traits define a size-dependent509

growth trajectory (Gibert et al., 2016). Moreover, we find that growth trajectories510

and the ranking of traits across them are also moderated by the light environment;511

while traits that minimise costs of tissue respiration and / or turnover also make512

plants more shade tolerant (i.e. lower wplcp), as is empirically observed (Messier513

et al., 1999; Craine & Reich, 2005; Poorter & Bongers, 2006; Baltzer & Thomas, 2007;514

Lusk et al., 2008). The plant model, used here, builds on and extends several re-515

lated approaches, wherein emergent outcomes such as height, diameter and mass516

growth arise from the interaction of different tissues and traits (e.g. Givnish, 1988;517

Mäkelä, 1997; Moorcroft et al., 2001). This approach is quite different to models518

derived from metabolic scaling theory (mst), which derive everything from a sin-519

gle master “scaling” equation for mass growth and have thus far been unable to520

account for size-dependent changes in the correlation between traits and growth521

rate (Enquist et al., 1999, 2007). Our approach is also fundamentally different from522

statistically-fitted growth models (e.g. Hérault et al., 2011; Rüger et al., 2012; Iida523

et al., 2014) in that it predicts rather than statistically tests for trait-based effects. In524

this sense, our model is designed to both explained observed phenomena (Table525

1) and also generate new hypotheses.526

Generalising to other traits and trade-offs527

The model presented here extends a widely-used theoretical model for seedlings,528

which links mass-based growth rate to the trait φ (Lambers & Poorter, 1992; Wright529

& Westoby, 2000), to larger plants and other traits. Importantly, the seedling model530

can be derived as a special case of our extended approach. Unlike the original531

model for seedlings (eqn 2), the new model also predicts a relationship between φ532

and growth rate that changes with size. In particular, the correlation shifts from533

being strongly negative in seedlings to being absent, or even possibly positive in534

larger plants (Fig. 4), irrespective of whether growth rate is estimate via height,535

stem diameter, stem area or total mass. This shift, which matches empirical evi-536

dence (Poorter et al., 2008; Wright et al., 2010; Hérault et al., 2011; Paine et al., 2015;537

Gibert et al., 2016), occurs because the benefits of cheap leaf deployment diminish538

with plant size. As seedlings, leaves comprise a large part of the plant (Fig. 1a).539

Decreasing φ then has an overwhelmingly positive effect on height and diameter540

growth rate because the effect of increasing dAl
dMl

is large compared to the other541
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terms in eqn 5. As plants increase in size, however, the amount of supporting542

tissue increases (Fig 3d), decreasing the benefit of cheaper leaf construction in eqn543

5. Consequently, the effect of φ on leaf turnover comes to dominate at larger sizes,544

and as such, the effect of φ on height, diameter and, mass growth shifts from545

negative to either flat or mildly positive (Table 5).546

The list of functional traits that are known to differ among plant species is long547

and ever-increasing (Pérez-Harguindeguy et al., 2013). While we have focussed on548

understanding the effects of five specific traits on growth rate, the framework549

presented can be extended to generate hypotheses about other traits and trade-550

offs. The main criteria for including new traits is that a clear trade-off has been551

established, with benefits and/or costs that ultimately translate into biomass or552

carbon, and can therefore be embedded within the eqns in Fig. 1b. While the553

list of plant traits that have been measured is extensive, clear trade-offs have been554

established for only a few of these. A well-developed trade-off must include two555

opposing forces, that operate at some point in the organisms life cycle. It is not556

necessary that benefit and cost both enter into Fig. 1; for example wood density557

is sometimes viewed as a trade-off between the costs of tissue construction and558

the rate of stem mortality. In that case, the costs of lower wood density would not559

appear within the eqns in Fig. 1b, so lower wood density would always increase560

growth rate.561

Our framework also highlights what is needed for traits to impact on growth562

rate and shade tolerance. While traits can influence many aspects of plant func-563

tion, these influences must operate via the pathways outlined in Fig. 1 if the trait564

is going to impact on growth. For example, many studies have focused on traits565

related to plant hydraulics, such as vessel size and increased sapwood area per566

leaf area (Zanne et al., 2010). These traits will inevitably influence the rate of pho-567

tosynthesis per leaf area (p̄ in eqn 1) by altering conductance of water to the leaf.568

The potential costs of larger vessel size might be higher rates of stem turnover,569

which would appear in the term ks in eqn 1. The costs of increased sapwood area570

per leaf area is increased allocation to stem, a factor which is already included in571

our framework via the parameter θ (Table 4). The effect of both these traits on572

growth rate should be expected to vary with plant size.573

Implications for trait-based approaches574

There are some broad implications of our work for our understanding of plant575

ecological strategies and plant growth.576

First, our results highlight the importance of allocation decisions and turnover577
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costs in determining growth dynamics. Much of current ecosystem research fo-578

cusses on factors effecting primary production – photosynthesis, respiration, and579

resultant fluxes of carbon – with less attention devoted to allocation and turnover580

(Friend et al., 2014; for comparisons of models see Sitch et al., 2008; De Kauwe et al.,581

2014). Yet, for four of the five traits considered here, trait values do not influence582

net primary production. In fact, the analysis with φ shows that increased growth583

rate can occur even at a distinct cost to the plant’s carbon budget. Low φ results584

in high leaf turnover, such that individuals with a φ have lower mass production.585

It is this property that makes them shade intolerant. And yet they can still achieve586

a growth advantage (when small), because the benefits of cheap leaf construction587

outweigh the costs of high leaf turnover.588

Second, our results demand a shift in the way plant species are sometimes589

described as, being of fast or slow growth. To the extent the ranking of growth590

rates among individuals differing in traits shifts with either plant size or light591

environment, it is not possible to describe a species via a single point along a592

spectrum from slow to fast growth. Such a spectrum is implied by many of theo-593

retical models used in community ecology, including Grime’s csr triangle, the r-K594

spectrum, and coexistence models base on the Lotka-Volterra system of equations595

(e.g. Grime, 1977; Chesson, 2000). Researchers using functional traits have also596

tended to describe species as fast or slow growing (e.g. Adler et al., 2014; Dı́az597

et al., 2016). Our results suggest a more-nuanced approach. Plants that are fast598

growing as seedlings may not be fast growing as saplings or adults, or under low599

light. Plants that are fast growing as adults may not be fast growing as seedlings.600

This more-nuanced perspective tends to mirror observed demographic patterns,601

where juvenile and adult growth rates are sometimes only loosely correlated (Rees602

et al., 2001).603

Third, our results suggest that even if traits define a potential growth trajectory,604

researchers seeking to link traits to growth rate must probe deeper into the data605

than simply looking for a linear relationship between traits and average growth,606

to recover the expected relationships. None of the predicted relationships between607

traits and growth is linear across the range of sizes and light environments tested.608

As such, we should not be surprised if the mean growth rate across individuals609

spanning a range of sizes or light environments is only weakly or not correlated610

with traits (e.g. Poorter et al., 2008; Paine et al., 2015). Controlling for size, site and611

light environment will be essential for detecting significant patterns (e.g. Gibert612

et al., 2016), as will having a clear expectation for the hypothesised relationship.613

While our theory has succeeded in explaining some observed phenomena (Ta-614

ble 1), the test for good theory is that it also makes new predictions that enable the615
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theory to be further refined and tested. To that end, we can make a further pre-616

diction arising from our results, which is that the trait φ should increase through617

ontogeny for all individuals, across all species. Such shifts have been observed618

across a variety of species King (1999); Thomas & Bazzaz (1999); Koch et al. (2004).619

Since the value of cheap leaf construction diminishes with size, it pays for plants620

– and especially those with low φ – to increase their φ as they grow larger. King621

(1999) made a similar prediction for a single species of Eucalyptus, but here we622

can extend the idea across species. While trait-based research largely focusses on623

differences among species, it has long been recognised that traits also vary among624

individuals within a species and within individuals (Westoby et al., 2002). This625

hypothesis attempts to give meaning to some of that variation, and shows how626

variation across and within species might be understood within a single frame-627

work.628

Comparison with other frameworks629

As noted above, the plant model is closely related to models used in several630

other studies, including those by Givnish (1988); Yokozawa & Hara (1995); Mäkelä631

(1997); King (1999, 2005); Moorcroft et al. (2001); Li et al. (2014), and in particu-632

lar those by Mäkelä (1997) and Moorcroft et al. (2001). These models have sev-633

eral properties in common, including that they all have growth being driven by634

the gross amount of photosynthetic income; have photosynthesis increasing non-635

linearly with light and leaf nitrogen content; and that they consider the costs of636

respiration and turnover in different tissues. Many models also make functional-637

balance assumptions, for example linking the cross-section of sapwood to leaf area638

(Givnish, 1988; Yokozawa & Hara, 1995; Mäkelä, 1997; King, 2005; Moorcroft et al.,639

2001). We note that an assumption of exact functional balance is not critical for640

our results, what matters is that the amount of live biomass (i.e. excluding heart-641

wood) needed to support an extra unit of leaf area increases with height (as Fig.642

3d). Some models also differ from in that they directly link a plant’s stem diameter643

to its height, e.g. Yokozawa & Hara (1995); King (1999); Moorcroft et al. (2001); Li644

et al. (2014), whereas we let this scaling arise as an emergent outcome of growth645

and sapwood turnover. Again, we expect this difference will not affect the main646

results.647

A feature distinguishing our model from most of those mentioned above is the648

explicit linking to trait-based trade-offs. While such a linkage was also made by649

Moorcroft et al. (2001) in the ed model; analyses using ed have mainly focussed650

on ecosystem-level outcomes rather than the growth of individual plants. Because651

of its underlying similarities, we expect the dynamics reported here to be also652
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present within the ed model. King (1999) also connected his model of growth653

for a single species to the trait φ, and like the current study, predicted a gradual654

flattening out of the relationship between φ and growth rate with size (as in Fig.655

4), because the influence of cheap leaf construction decreased with size. In our656

study however, there was additional cost of increased leaf turnover, that further657

penalised low φ strategies when plants were large.658

Perhaps the two most controversial elements of our approach concerns the as-659

sumptions about tissue replacement and reproductive allocation. Many vegetation660

models determine allocation based on net primary production (photosynthesis -661

respiration), whereas we also subtracted tissues lost via turnover before distribut-662

ing surplus biomass. This is because we assume tissues lost via turnover are re-663

placed before carbon is allocated to either new growth (i.e. growth that leads to a664

net increase in Ml, Mb, Ms or Mr) or reproduction (Thornley & Cannell, 2000). This665

assumption is likely to hold true for most woody plants and perennials, but may666

not hold for some herbs or annuals, where the switch to reproduction may entail667

a run-down in the vegetative part of the plant. The second assumption we make668

is that when mature, plants allocate a substantial fraction of their surplus carbon669

to reproduction. While it remains unclear just how much adult plants might al-670

locate to reproduction, recent reviews suggest the fraction may be high (Thomas,671

2011; Wenk & Falster, 2015). Moreover, a long line of theoretical models indicate672

that allocation should increase as plants age (reviewed by Wenk & Falster, 2015).673

Reproductive allocation is given little attention in models of ecosystem flux (e.g.674

Sitch et al., 2008; De Kauwe et al., 2014). For example in the ed model, a fixed 30%675

of net primary production is allocated to reproduction, irrespective of plant size.676

In the case of growth, differences in reproductive allocation offer a clear pathway677

for explaining patterns linking a plants maximum size to the growth rate of large678

individuals (e.g. Wright et al., 2010).679

Another class of model dealing explicitly with size-related effects includes680

those derived from the metabolic scaling theory (mst) of ecology (Enquist et al.,681

1999, 2007). Several points suggest our new framework provides a better expla-682

nation to the growth phenomena in Table 1 than the mst framework. First, the683

mst-derived model suggests diameter growth continues to increase as plants grow,684

whereas empirical data suggests growth rate declines for larger plants (Canham685

et al., 2004, 2006; Hérault et al., 2011). Second, the mst model does not allow for the686

effects of traits to vary with plant size. Predicted effects are for a linear increase687

in growth with decreases in either φ and lower ρ, that apply irrespective of size.688

However, at least for φ such effects in large trees have not been observed.689
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Closing remarks690

Overall we have shown how diverse phenomena related to plant growth can be691

understood with a model accounting for processes generating photosynthetic in-692

come and allocating this among different tissues. The need to consider effects693

of plant size, alongside trait-based differences among species, has has long been694

recognised in trait-based research (e.g. Givnish, 1988; Thomas & Bazzaz, 1999;695

Moorcroft et al., 2001; Westoby et al., 2002; Enquist et al., 2007). Here we have pro-696

vided a framework for achieving this. By disentangling the effects of plant size,697

light environment and traits on growth rates, our results provide a solid theoret-698

ical foundation for trait ecology and thus provide a platform for understanding699

growth across diverse species around the world.700
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Table 1: Key empirical phenomena explained via the framework presented in
this paper. Select references are provided for each phenomena, with preference for
meta-analyses, where available. The traits considered are: seed mass (ω), height at
maturation (Hmat), leaf nitrogen content per unit leaf area (ν)1, leaf mass per area
(φ)2, and wood density (ρ). See Tables 2 and 3 for further details. Abbreviations:
rgr=relative growth ratel lai = leaf area index.

Phenomena References
Change in growth rate with increasing size (Fig. 1)

Net biomass production: Hump-shaped Givnish (1988); Koch et al. (2004)
Plant mass: Increasing Sillett et al. (2010); Stephenson et al. (2014)
Height: Hump-shaped Ryan et al. (2006); Sillett et al. (2010); King (2011)
Stem-diameter: Hump-shaped Canham et al. (2004, 2006); Hérault et al. (2011)
Stem-area: unknown
rgr (all variables): decreasing Rees et al. (2010); Iida et al. (2014)

Effect of traits on growth rate (Fig. 4)
ω: low values produce smaller seedlings, resulting in
lower absolute growth but higher rgr.

Meta-analysis by Gibert et al. (2016)

Hm: low values slow growth, but only at larger sizes Meta-analysis by Gibert et al. (2016)
ν: low values increase growth irrespective of size, but
only in high light

Meta-analysis by Gibert et al. (2016)

φ: low values increase growth when small, not at
mid-large sizes

Meta-analysis by Gibert et al. (2016)

ρ: low values increase growth, except at largest sizes Meta-analysis by Gibert et al. (2016)

Responsiveness of growth rate to changes in light, E (Fig. 4)
ν: high values respond more to E, changes ranking of
growth rate across species
φ: low values respond more to E, does not change
ranking of growth rate across species
ρ: low values respond more to E, does not change
ranking of growth rate across species

Rüger et al. (2012)

Shade tolerance, wplcp (Fig. 5)
Decreasing with size Givnish (1988); Kneeshaw et al. (2006); Lusk et al.

(2008)
ν: low values more shade tolerant Messier et al. (1999); Craine & Reich (2005); Baltzer

& Thomas (2007)
φ: low values less shade tolerant Messier et al. (1999); Poorter & Bongers (2006);

Baltzer & Thomas (2007); Lusk et al. (2008)3

→ stands have higher lai Reich et al. (1992); Gower et al. (1993); Niinemets
(2010)

ρ: low values less shade tolerant Osunkoya (1996)
1 Similar responses are predicted for maximum photosynthetic rate per leaf area, or dark respiration
rate per leaf area. Here these terms are directly related to ν.
2 Similar responses are predicted for leaf lifespan. In our analysis this terms is directly related to φ.
3 Note also that the article by Baltzer & Thomas (2007) reports a very strong relationship between
wplcp and respiration rate measured on either area or mass basis.
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Table 2: Key variables of the FF16 physiological model from plant, and used in
this analysis.. For mass (M), respiration (r), and turnover (k) variables, subscripts
refer to any of the following tissues: l = leaves, b = bark, s = sapwood, r = roots,
a = all living tissue. For area A variables, subscripts refer to any of the following:
l = leaves, st = total stem cross-section, s = sapwood cross-section, b = bark cross-
section, h = heartwood cross-section.

Symbol Unit Description
Environmental variables

E Canopy openness
State variables (may vary through ontogeny)

H m Height of a plant
B kg Biomass originating from parent plant
D m Stem diameter
Mi kg Mass of tissue type i retained on plant
Ai m2 Surface area or area of cross-section of tissue type i
p, p̄ mol yr−1 m−2 Photosynthetic rate per unit area
ri mol yr−1 kg−1 Respiration rate per unit mass of tissue type i
ki yr−1 Turnover rate for tissue type i

Traits (constant through ontogeny)
ω kg Seed mass
Hmat m Height at maturation
ν kg m−2 Leaf nitrogen per unit leaf area
φ kg m−2 Leaf mass per area
ρ kg m−3 Wood density

Other parameters (constant through ontogeny)
αy Yield – fraction of carbon fixed converted into mass
αbio kg mol−1 Biomass per mol carbon
ηc Crown-shape parameter
θ Sapwood area per unit leaf area
αl1 m Height of plant with leaf area of 1m2

αr1 kg m−2 Root mass per unit leaf area
αb1 Ratio of bark area to sapwood area
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Table 3: Key trade-offs for the five traits considered here. For each trait we list
the benefit and cost of increased trait values, as encoded into the plant model.

Name Benefit Cost References

Seed mass, ω ↑ size seedlings ↓ maternal fecundity Moles & Westoby (2006)

Height at matura-
tion, Hmat

↑ growth ↓ fecundity Thomas (2011); Wenk & Fal-
ster (2015)

Leaf nitrogen per
unit leaf area, ν

↑ photosynthesis in
high light

↑ respiration rate Wright et al. (2004)

Leaf mass per unit
leaf area, φ

↓ leaf turnover ↑ cost building leaf Wright et al. (2004)

Wood density, ρ ↓ sapwood turnover ↑ cost building stem Chave et al. (2009)
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Table 4: Equations for a “functional-balance” model of plant construction. The
first column of part a provides cores assumptions between various size metrics
and leaf area. Eqns in the middle and right columns of b, and in b can then be
derived from the assumptions in the left column of a. The column “Eqn” indicates
equation numbers referred to in the main text. See Table 2 for a list of variable
names and definitions.

Variable Function Marginal cost Growth rate Eqn
a) Functional-balance assumptions

Height H = αl1 A0.5
l

dH
dAl

= 0.5αl1 A−0.5
l

dH
dt = dH

dAl

dAl
dt (13)

Sapwood area As = θ Al
dAs
dAl

= θ dAs
dt = dAs

dAl

dAl
dt (14)

Bark area Ab = b θ Al
dAb
dAl

= b θ dAb
dt = dAb

dAl

dAl
dt (15)

Root mass Mr = αr1 Al
dMr
dAl

= αr1
dMr
dt = dMr

dAl

dAl
dt (16)

Heartwood area dAh
dt = ks Ah (17)

b) Derived quantities
Leaf mass Ml = φ Al

dMl
dAl

= φ dMl
dt = dMl

dAl

dAl
dt (18)

Sapwood mass Ms = θ ρ ηc Al H dMs
dAl

= θ ρ ηc
(

H + Al
dH
dAl

) dMs
dt = dMs

dAl

dAl
dt (19)

Bark mass Mb = b θ ρ ηc Al H dMb
dAl

= b θ ρ ηc
(

H + Al
dH
dAl

) dMb
dt = dMb

dAl

dAl
dt (20)

Heartwood area Ah =
∫ t

0
dAh
dt (t′) dt′ dAh

dt = ks As (21)
Heartwood mass Mh =

∫ t
0

dMh
dt (t′) dt′ dMh

dt = ks Ms (22)
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Table 5: Predicted effects of traits on key elements of plant function determining
growth rate. Arrows indicate the effect an increase in trait value would have on
each element of the equations, with dashes indicating no effect. Traits are: seed
mass (ω), height at maturation (Hmat), nitrogen content per leaf area (ν), leaf mass
per unit leaf area (φ), and wood density (ρ) (see Table 3 for more details). Adapted
and expanded from Gibert et al. (2016).

Ontogenetic Development
Symbol ω Hmat ν φ ρ

a) Effect on elements of eqns 1 – 9
Net biomass production dB/dt

• Photosynthesis - - ↑ - -
• Respiration - - ↑ - -
• Turnover - - - ↑ ↑

Allocation to growth dMa/dB - ↑ - - -
Leaf deployment per mass dAl/dMa

• Leaf - - - ↓ -
• Sapwood - - - - ↓
• Root - - - - -

Architecture dH/dAl - - - - -

b) Predicted effect of trait on growths rate for a small and large plant
Height

• Absolute dH/dt ↑ – – ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ – ↓ ↓
• Relative dH/(dt.H) ↓ – – ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ – ↓ ↓

Stem area
• Absolute dAst/dt ↑ – – ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ – ↓ ↓
• Relative dAst/(dt.Ast) ↓ – – ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ – ↓ ↓

Stem diameter
• Absolute dD/dt ↑ – – ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ – ↓ ↓
• Relative dD/(dt.D) ↓ – – ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ – ↓ ↓

Mass
• Absolute dMt/dt ↑ – – ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ – ↓ ↓
• Relative dMt/(dt.Mt) ↓ – – ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓ – ↓ ↓
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dMl
dAl
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dAl
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dMa
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× dAst
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(9)

Plant height (m)

Figure 1: Conceptual framework linking growth rate to plant size and traits.
a) Shows how the distribution of mass in a typical plant varies with size. b)
Equations describing the rates of biomass production and growth in various di-
mensions of the plant. In the first line the symbol ∑ means “sum”, across tissues,
where i = l, b, sr. The grey numbers indicate equation numbers referred to in the
main text. The insets show how the different metrics change intrinsically with
plant height, when applying the “functional-balance” model in Table 4. Colours
highlight where the same metric appears repeatedly in different equations. For a
full list of variable names see Table 2.
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Figure 2: Conceptual framework linking shade-tolerance to plant size and traits,
adapted from Givnish (1988). Shade tolerance is the level of canopy openness E
where photosynthetic income (dashed line) intersects with the sum of respiration
and turnover costs over tissues (solid black lines). The black circles indicate the
point of intersection for plants with different heights. All income and cost is
expressed in units of dry mass produced per unit leaf area per year. Note the
costs of sapwood and bark increases with height. Traits can impact on shade
tolerance by, in the case of leaf nitrogen content, shifting the income line up or
down, or in the case of leaf mass per unit leaf area or wood density, causing the
cost components to increase or decrease.
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Figure 3: Key assumptions of a functional balance model for plant construction.
Each dot is a single plant from the baad (Falster et al., 2015). Blue lines indicate
the show standardised major axis of the bivariate cloud for each species. Dotted
lines indicate slope of predictions under functional-balance assumptions in Table
4. The dark line shows the relationship assumed in the plant model and applied
throughout the paper.
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Figure 4: Effect of four traits on height growth rate for different-sized plants.
Growth rates were simulated using the plant model, applying the trade-offs de-
scribing in Table 3. Each panel shows how growth is influenced by a different
trait for plants of a given height, and across a series of canopy openness values
from completely open (light blue, E = 1) to heavily shaded (dark line, E = 0.25).
For any given value of trait and E, plants were grown to the desired height and
their growth rate estimated. The white regions indicate trait ranges that are typ-
ically observed in real systems. Figs. S2-S4 show similar plots but with growth
measured as stem diameter, stem area, or plant mass. Changes in trait-growth
relationships are summarised in Table 5.
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be zero. Different lines indicate relationship for plants with specified height, from
short (light blue, H = 0.5m) to tall (dark line, H = 20m). The white regions
indicate trait ranges that are typically observed in real systems.
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